
My vets and nurses are 
always up for a challenge 
and castrating a pig is right 
up there. Vet Kirsty was up 
for the job and needed to 
do quite a bit of research 
on safest drugs to use and 
the surgical procedure itself 
which is different from a dog 
castration.

Hatter, a 6 month old pig 
weighing 24kg was neutered 
so he didn’t breed with the 2 
year old Kune Kune pig, Alice, 
both who reside in the house, 
often seen draped over the 
sofas. Hatter was adopted 
when only a few weeks old 
as he was found alone on a 
sheep farm. He needed round 
the clock feeding and nursing 
and has ended up being a 
great companion for Alice.

Hatter trotted into the clinic and 
headed into his hospital run for his 
day in the dog ward. Imagine the 
dogs surprise seeing a pig walk into 
their space. Macy was terrified when 
she heard Hatter squeal and made 
a run for my consult room. Pigs are 
very vocal and get stressed easily 
which is why Kirsty gave Hatter 
Midazolam 
up his nose 
to chill him 
out before 
his sedative. 
Kirsty placed 
an intravenous 
catheter, 
which she 
read was 
difficult, but 
she got the 
vein in one 
shot. Once 
sedated, 
Hatter was 
masked with 
Oxygen and 
Isoflurane, 
attached to 
blood pressure 
and SpO2 
monitoring 
equipment 
and then fully 
prepared 
for surgical 
castration. Pigs 
lose body heat 

easily so he was actively warmed 
with hotties and heat pads. The 
surgery itself went well and Kirsty 
placed intradermal dissolving sutures 
so Hatter had nothing to chew out!! 
His recovery was fantastic and he 
was pleased to see his mum on 
pickup.

Hatter is really smart and has learnt 
commands, enjoys enrichment 

games and 
lots of cuddles. 
When asked 
to lie down, 
he flops down 
expecting a 
belly rub. He 
gets on with all 
his extended 
family including 
two Bichons, 
Ben and Cooper, 
a bossy Turkey 
called Ricki and 
4 cats. He really 
enjoys attention 
from visitors and 
isn’t scared of 
anything.

I wonder 
what surgical 
challenge 
presents itself 
next month?
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A day in the life of 
“James Harriot”…..


